2018/2019 Human Translational Immunology Case Study Seminar Series

Wednesday, September 19, 2018
Addressing the Holes in Highly Active CAR-T Therapy: T Cell Persistence and Leukemic Resistance
Terry Fry, MD
Professor | Children’s Hospital Colorado | Pediatrics, Division of Hematology/Oncology/BMT
University of Colorado | Department of Immunology and Microbiology

Wednesday, October 17, 2018
Immunobiology of Multiple Sclerosis in humans: Emerging importance of B Lymphocytes and Astrocytes
Timothy L. Vollmer, MD
FAAN Professor | University of Colorado | Department of Neurology
Co-Director, RMMSC Anschutz Medical Center | Medical Director, Rocky Mountain MS Center

Wednesday, November 28, 2018
Polio eradication: individual and population immunity challenges
Edwin J. Asturias, MD
Associate Professor | Children’s Hospital Colorado | Pediatrics and Epidemiology

Wednesday, December 19, 2018
WINTER HOLIDAY BREAK

Wednesday, January 16, 2019
Mucosal immunity as a contributor to rheumatologic disease development
Kristi Kuhn, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor | University of Colorado | Medicine, Division of Rheumatology

Wednesday, February 20, 2019
Impact of chronic inflammatory disease on blood system function: lessons from hematopoietic stem cells
Eric Pietras, PhD
Assistant Professor | University of Colorado | Medicine, Division of Hematology

Wednesday, March 20, 2019
Development of bi- and tri-specific immune killer engagers (BiKes and TriKes)
Michael Verneris, MD
Professor | Children’s Hospital Colorado | Pediatrics, Division of Hematology/Oncology/BMT

Wednesday, April 17, 2019
Diabetes Resistant MHC class II Molecules
Aaron Michels, MD
Associate Professor | University of Colorado | Pediatrics & Medicine
Director of Clinical Immunology | Barbara Davis Center for Diabetes

Wednesday, May 15, 2019
Development and Use of clinical grade CAR-T Cells
Enkhtsetseg ‘Enkhee’ Purev, MD, PhD
Assistant Professor | University of Colorado | Department of Medicine Blood Cancer and BMT Program